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The trend: The recent uproar over Levi Strauss’ plans to use AI-generated models rather than

human ones to boost diversity in its advertising is focusing attention on the depiction of

underrepresented groups in promotions, raising concern that artificial intelligence could be

used to convey a false impression of authentic inclusion.
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This could be a potential problem for brands as the US population grows more diverse.

Seeing di�erently: US Black, Asian, and Hispanic adults are less satisfied with their portrayal

in advertising than white Americans, new research shows.

A quality and quantity issue: The perceived accuracy and amount of media portrayals among

diverse audiences remains mixed.

Why it matters: The focus on ad portrayals of multicultural audiences comes as recent data

show corporate pledges to address racial inequity are faltering amid the softer economy and

e�orts to roll back diversity programs at some colleges. This is occurring as consumers

increasingly tie inclusion to their purchase decisions.

55% of US adults overall expressed content with their representation in ads, but di�erences

arose along racial lines, with just 43% of Asian and 49% of Black adults saying the same,

according to a September 2022 Collage Group survey of 4,029 adults.

In a 2021 and 2022 Nielsen survey of smartphone users on TV viewing, 32% of Black

respondents felt representation of their identity group on TV was accurate, but 30% indicated

it was inaccurate.

In Nielsen’s Attitudes on Representation on TV study, 34% of respondents indicated they don’t

think there is enough content that represents them.

The Collage Group survey showed 39% of Black adults and 28% of Hispanic adults were

more likely to buy from brands whose advertising messages challenge racial and ethnic

stereotypes.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/inclusion-rising-consumer-importance-yet-video-ads-looking-less-diverse
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Our take: Advertising messages and portrayals of Black, Hispanic, and Asian consumers need

careful consideration. Brands can face backlash if they don’t make the e�ort to showcase

authentic people and voices.

 

According to a December 2022 survey by Direct Digital Holdings and Horowitz Research, a

majority of Black, Hispanic, and Asian consumers feel brands can demonstrate support for

their communities by showcasing ads or content that is inclusive.

That means embracing authentic ethnic representations without retouching or photoshopping

images and promoting messages that challenge racial and ethnic stereotypes can be

e�ective.


